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 LIFE CYCLE 

During the last few years there has 

been an increase of  rabbits seen in 

our district and other areas. This 

made me remember my dad was a 

rabbiter for a time just after WW11. 

I was 12-13 years old,   going to 

primary school and       already 

drafted into the workforce – milk 

the cow, get the wood in and help feed the ‘rabbit dogs’. A 

bit of discipline was handed out if one misbehaved or did 

something wrong.   

                                      

 

                 

 

      

 

 

 

Local farmers supplied aged and injured animals for dog  

tucker. Our team consisted of 6-8 dogs of various breeds. 

One day I was taken to the Caithness farm, 12-14 kilometres 

from our place at  Whetukura, east of Norsewood, near      

Ormondville. I was legged up onto the back of an old   

Clydesdale horse, with a bridle but no saddle and told to ride 

the horse those 12 - 14 kilometres back to Whetukura. I only 

climbed off the horse a couple of times because each time I 

needed help to get back up on the horse.                                                                        

Many times during that ride I became quite concerned about 

what was going to happen to the old horse.                                           

Thanks to Peter Olsen for this story.   
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Sponsor a horse —- 2D horse model fundraising. 

The Coach House Museum  needs more horses! 

Each horse is made to scale and is a cost effective way to  

show how the horse drawn vehicles were used. The assistance 

of businesses and community is sought for this project. The 

cost for each horse is $1600.                                              

Donations from a family, a business, or an individual to fund 

the full cost of a horse will entitle the donor to name the horse 

along with a recognition sign. Any donation is gratefully        

accepted with donations of $5 or more being tax deductible. 

RECOLLECTIONS; Tuesday 6th September 2.45pm. 

Gold coin donation for afternoon tea.  



Glaxo ... The End of an Era ... by Denise Kenley 

“Better People, Better Medicines” was the tag line for Glaxo during 

the 1980s and 90s and I was lucky enough to be one of those ‘people’ 

for the last 11 years of the companies operation in New Zealand.  The 

amalgamations of pharmaceutical companies due to soaring research 

costs, and the removing of the restrictions requiring medicines to be 

manufactured in the country they were used, spelt the end for the NZ 

operation, despite (or because) it being the origins of what was now a 

massive multi-national operation.  NZ is only 3% of the world market 

for pharmaceuticals after all! 

The early 80s saw a Kiwi CEO and senior management team in place 

for the first time, and the formality of the British corporate environ-

ment became a thing of the past.  Staff were treated well, and kept 

fully informed of the reasoning behind decision-making, both locally 

and throughout the group, on the understanding that the information 

stayed within the walls of the company.   Change was part of life 

there and we knew about it before it happened.  Glaxo produced fully 

sterile veterinary products, baby food and Yoplait as well as tablets, 

liquids and       

lotions, and of 

course asthma 

aerosols.  Over 

the decade the   

veterinary and 

food   businesses 

were sold as the 

Glaxo Group     

focused entirely 

on prescription        

medicines.                      

I was the secretary to the factory manager, eventually becoming PA 

to the Technical Director.                                                                       

Employees from Glaxo companies throughout the world came to visit, 

all with one thing at the top of their wish list – to visit to origins of 

the company at Bunnythorpe.  A common comment on the drive over 

was ‘so many sheep!’  A senior manager from Egypt, after flying 

down from Auckland, asked me ‘how many children do you have, you 

have so much empty green spaces that need filling?’  I told him that 

Kiwis need a lot of elbow room.                                                                                                                

We celebrated successes and were left in no doubt when mistakes 

were made, but it was a team wrap over the knuckles rather than a 

blame game — but don’t make the same mistake again!  There were 

opportunities to learn for everyone (in fact it was a requirement): 

from part time   university courses, to quality improvement work-

shops, to skin care and advice on clothing choices and colours.  Often 

Glaxo provided the tutors and resources, and we put in the time at 

the end of the working day.  All following the creed that any learning 

is good learning ie. Better People, Better Medicines. 

Those of you who are aware that I am the ‘computer lady’ at CHM, 

won’t be surprised to hear that Glaxo was the first company in Palmy 

to provide PCs for its secretarial staff.  One day I arrived at work,  my 

typewriter was gone and a Hewlett Packard (Word for DOS – this was 

pre Windows!) PC had pride of place on my desk.  Unfortunately, 

training and helpdesks were not yet optional extras so we had to 

work out how to use them ourselves; there was a lot of to’ing and 

fro’ing between the secretaries sharing the secrets of those madden-

ing electronic boxes! We had to get to grips with how the darned 

things worked just to survive!  Luckily I came from the generation 

who throughout their school days and early working life, had to     

dismantle their typewriters once a week to clean them, and do the 

same at home with their sewing machines.  How hard could it be? 

Closing down the factory in Palmy was approached with the same 

team spirit as everything else we did.  We had a year’s notice after 

all, so those of us who could use computers, gave lessons to those 

who wanted to learn, we had staff talks given by representatives of 

the bank, WINZ, IRD on options for handling redundancy payments 

and sessions on starting up your own business for those who were 

that way inclined.  And we got the newspaper delivered every day 

and all sat round in the cafeteria to decide which job should be      

applied for by which person, removing chairs and tables as the    

numbers dwindled to the final half dozen.   

25 years on the ’Glaxo Ladies’ still meet up for a meal;  ask any of 

them and they will agree that the learning opportunities offered by 

the company stood them in good stead for their future life and em-

ployment.  Valuing people may mean a few extra dollars in an   indi-

vidual pay packet at the time, but bettering people is a legacy you 

can take with you.   It’s the old fisherman parable ..... 

Packing  hall Jazzercise 




